Phase delays between tone pairs reveal interactions in scalp-recorded envelope following responses.
Evoked potentials to envelope periodicity in sounds, such as vowels, are dependent on the stimulus spectrum. We hypothesize that phase differences between responses elicited by multiple frequencies spread tonotopically across the cochlear partition may contribute to variation in scalp-recorded amplitude. The present study evaluated this hypothesis by measuring envelope following responses (EFRs) to two concurrent tone pairs, p1 and p2, that approximated the first and second formant frequencies of a vowel, while controlling their relative envelope phase. We found that the scalp-recorded amplitude of EFRs changed significantly in phase and amplitude when the envelope phase of p2, the higher frequency tone pair, was delayed. The maximum EFR amplitude occurred at the p2 envelope phase delay of 90°, likely because the stimulus delay compensated for the average phase lead of 73.57° exhibited by p2-contributed EFRs relative to p1-contributed EFRs, owing to earlier cochlear processing of higher frequencies. Findings suggest a linear superimposition of independently generated EFRs from tonotopically separated pathways. This suggests that introducing frequency-specific delays may help to optimize EFRs to broadband stimuli like vowels.